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Abstract 
The propensity-scoring-adjustment approach is commonly used to handle selection bias in survey sampling applications, 
including unit nonresponse and undercoverage. The propensity score is computed using auxiliary variables observed 
throughout the sample. We discuss some asymptotic properties of propensity-score-adjusted estimators and derive optimal 
estimators based on a regression model for the finite population. An optimal propensity-score-adjusted estimator can be 
implemented using an augmented propensity model. Variance estimation is discussed and the results from two simulation 
studies are presented. 
Key Words: Calibration; Missing data; Nonresponse; Weighting. 
1. Introduction
Consider a finite population of size ,N  where N  is 
known. For each unit ,i iy  is the study variable and x i  is 
the q -dimensional vector of auxiliary variables. The para-
meter of interest is the finite population mean of the study 
variable, 1 =1= .Ni iN y
   The finite population =N
1 1 2 2{( , ), ( , ), ..., ( , )}x x xN Ny y y    is assumed to be a random 
sample of size N  from a superpopulation distribution 
( , ).xF y  Suppose a sample of size n  is drawn from the 
finite population according to a probability sampling design. 
Let 1=i iw
  be the design weight, where i is the first-
order inclusion probability of unit i  obtained from the 
probability sampling design. Under complete response, the 
finite population mean can be estimated by the Horvitz-
Thompson (HT) estimator, 1HTˆ = ,i A i iN w y

  where A
is the set of indices appearing in the sample. 
In the presence of missing data, the HT estimator HTˆ
cannot be computed. Let r  be the response indicator vari-
able that takes the value one if y  is observed and takes the 
value zero otherwise. Conceptually, as discussed by Fay 
(1992), Shao and Steel (1999), and Kim and Rao (2009), the 
response indicator can be extended to the entire population 
as 1 2= { , , ..., },N Nr r r  where ir  is a realization of the 
random variable .r  In this case, the complete-case (CC) 
estimator CCˆ = /i A i Ai i i i iw r y w r    converges in prob-
ability to ( | = 1).E Y r  Unless the response mechanism is 
missing completely at random in the sense that ( | =E Y r  
1) = ( ),E Y  the CC estimator is biased. To correct for the
bias of the CC estimator, if the response probability  
( , ) = Pr( = 1 | , )p y r yx x (1) 
is known, then the weighted CC estimator WCCˆ =
1 / ( , )xi A i i i i iN w r y p y

  can be used to estimate .  Note 
that WCCˆ is unbiased because { / ( , ) |xi A i i i i iE w r y p y
=1 =1} = { / ( , ) | } = .xN Ni iN i i i i N iE r y p y y     
If the response probability (1) is unknown, one can pos-
tulate a parametric model for the response probability 
( , ; )x p y  indexed by    such that ( , ) = ( ,x xp y p  
0; )y  for some 0 .  We assume that there exists a 
consistentn-  estimator ˆ  of 0  such that  
0
ˆ( ) = (1),  pn O (2)
where = (1)n pg O  indicates ng  is bounded in probability. 
Using ˆ,  we can obtain the estimated response probability 
by ˆˆ = ( , ; ),x i i ip p y  which is often called the propensity 
score (Rosenbaum and Rubin 1983). The propensity-score-
adjusted (PSA) estimator can be constructed as  
PSA
1ˆ = .
ˆ
i
i i
i A i
rw y
N p
  (3)
The PSA estimator (3) is widely used. Many surveys use 
the PSA estimator to reduce nonresponse bias (Fuller, 
Loughin and Baker 1994; Rizzo, Kalton and Brick 1996). 
Rosenbaum and Rubin (1983) and Rosenbaum (1987) 
proposed using the PSA approach to estimate the treatment 
effects in observational studies. Little (1988) reviewed the 
PSA methods for handling unit nonresponse in survey 
sampling. Duncan and Stasny (2001) used the PSA ap-
proach to control coverage bias in telephone surveys. 
Folsom (1991) and Iannacchione, Milne and Folsom (1991) 
used a logistic regression model for the response probability 
estimation. Lee (2006) applied the PSA method to a 
volunteer panel web survey. Durrant and Skinner (2006) 
used the PSA approach to address measurement error. 
Despite the popularity of PSA estimators, asymptotic 
properties of PSA estimators have not received much 
attention in survey sampling literature. Kim and Kim (2007) 
used a Taylor expansion to obtain the asymptotic mean and 
variance of PSA estimators and discussed variance esti-
mation. Da Silva and Opsomer (2006) and Da Silva and 
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Opsomer (2009) considered nonparametric methods to 
obtain PSA estimators. 
In this paper, we discuss optimal PSA estimators in the 
class of PSA estimators of the form (3) that use a n-
consistent estimator ˆ.  Such estimators are asymptotically 
unbiased for .  Finding minimum variance PSA estimators 
among this particular class of PSA estimators is a topic of 
major interest in this paper. 
Section 2 presents the main results. An optimal PSA 
estimator using an augmented propensity score model is 
proposed in Section 3. In Section 4, variance estimation of 
the proposed estimator is discussed. Results from two 
simulation studies can be found in Section 5 and concluding 
remarks are made in Section 6.  
2. Main results  
In this section, we discuss some asymptotic properties of 
PSA estimators. We assume that the response mechanism 
does not depend on .y  Thus, we assume that  
           0Pr( = 1 | , ) = Pr( = 1 | ) = ( ; )x x x r y r p  (4) 
for some unknown vector 0.  The first equality implies that 
the data are missing-at-random (MAR), as we always ob-
serve x  in the sample. Note that the MAR condition is 
assumed in the population model. In the second equality, we 
further assume that the response mechanism is known up to 
an unknown parameter 0.  The response mechanism is 
slightly different from that of Kim and Kim (2007), where 
the response mechanism is assumed to be under the classical 
two-phase sampling setup and depends on the realized 
sample:  
0Pr( = 1 , , = 1) = Pr( = 1 , = 1) = ( ; ).x x x Ar y I r I p   (5) 
Here, I  is the sampling indicator function defined through-
out the population. That is, = 1iI  if i A  and = 0iI  
otherwise. Unless the sampling design is non-informative in 
the sense that the sample selection probabilities are corre-
lated with the response indicator even after conditioning on 
auxiliary variables (Pfeffermann, Krieger and Rinott 1998), 
the two response mechanisms, (4) and (5), are different. In 
survey sampling, assumption (4) is more appropriate be-
cause an individual’s decision on whether or not to respond 
to a survey is at his or her own discretion. Here, the re-
sponse indicator variable ir  is defined throughout the popu-
lation, as discussed in Section 1. 
We consider a class of consistentn-  estimators of 0  
in (4). In particular, we consider a class of estimators which 
can be written as a solution to  
               
ˆ ( ) { ( )} ( ) = ,U h 0  h i i i i
i A
w r p

   (6) 
where ( ) = ( ; )x i ip p  for some function ( ) =h i ( ;h xi  
),  a smooth function of x i  and parameter .  Thus, the 
solution to (6) can be written as ˆ ,h  which depends on the 
choice of ( ).h i  Any solution ˆh  to (6) is consistent for 0  
in (4) because =10 0 0ˆ{ ( )| } = [ { ( )} ( ) |U h  Nih N i i iE E r p    
]N  is zero under the response mechanism in (4). If we 
drop the sampling weights iw  in (6), the estimated para-
meter ˆh  is consistent for 0A  in (5) and the resulting PSA 
estimator is consistent only when the sampling design is 
non-informative. The PSA estimators obtained from (6) 
using the sampling weights are consistent regardless of 
whether the sampling design is non-informative or not. 
According to Chamberlain (1987), any consistentn-  esti-
mator of 0  in (4) can be written as a solution to (6). Thus, 
the choice of ( )h i  in (6) determines the efficiency of the 
resulting PSA estimator. 
Let PSA,ˆ h  be the PSA estimator in (3) using ˆ =ip  
ˆ( )i hp  with ˆh  being the solution to (6). To discuss the 
asymptotic properties of PSA,ˆ ,h  assume a sequence of finite 
populations and samples, as in Isaki and Fuller (1982), such 
that 1/ 2=1 = ( )Ni A ii i i pw O n N

 u u  for any population 
characteristics iu  with bounded fourth moments. We also 
assume that the sampling weights are uniformly bounded. 
That is, 11 2< <iK N nw K
  for all i  uniformly in ,n  
where 1K  and 2K  are fixed constants. In addition, we as-
sume the following regularity conditions:  
[C1] The response mechanism satisfies (4), where 
( ; )x p  is continuous in   with continuous first 
and second derivatives in an open set containing 
0.  The responses are independent in the sense 
that Cov( , ) = 0xi jr r   for .i j  Also, ( ;xip  
) > c  for all i  for some fixed constant > 0.c   
[C2] The solution to (6) exists and is unique almost 
everywhere. The function ( ) = ( ; )i ih h x   in (6) 
has a bounded fourth moment. Furthermore, the 
partial derivative ˆ{ ( )}/U  h   is nonsingular 
for all .n  
[C3] The estimating function ˆ ( )U h  in (6) converges 
in probability to =1( ) = { ( )} ( )Nih i i ir p U h    
uniformly in .  Furthermore, the partial deriv-
ative ˆ{ ( )} /h U    converges in probability to 
{ ( )} /h U    uniformly in .  The solution N  
to ( ) =hU 0  satisfies 1/ 2 0( ) = NN  (1)pO  
under the response mechanism.  
 
Condition [C1] states the regularity conditions for the 
response mechanism. Condition [C2] is the regularity condi-
tion for the solution ˆh  to (6). In Condition [C3], some 
regularity conditions are imposed on the estimating function 
ˆ ( )U h  itself. By [C2] and [C3], we can establish the 
consistencyn-  (2) of ˆ .h  
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Now, the following theorem deals with some asymptotic 
properties of the PSA estimator PSA,ˆ .h   
Theorem 1 If conditions [C1] - [C3] hold, then under the 
joint distribution of the sampling mechanism and the 
response mechanism, the PSA estimator PSA,ˆ h  satisfies  
                     PSA, PSA,
ˆ( ) = (1),h h pn o    (7) 
where  
     
* *
PSA,
1= ( ) ,ih i i i h i i i h
i A i
rw p y p
N p
         h h  (8) 
* 1
=1 =1= ( ) ( ),z h zN Ni ih i i i i i i ir p r y
   0= ( ; ),x i ip p  =iz  
1
0{ ( ; )} / ,x  ip   and 0= ( ; ).i ih h x   Moreover, if the 
finite population is a random sample from a superpopu-
lation model, then  
    
PSA, HT
2
2
ˆ( ) ( )
1 1 1 ( | ) .x
h l
i i
i A i
V V V
E w V Y
pN 
   
         

 
(9)
 
The equality in (9) holds when ˆh  satisfies  
                  
1 ( | ) = 0,ˆ( ; )
x
x 
i
i i
i A i h
rw E Y
p
     
  (10) 
where ( | )xiE Y  is the conditional expectation under the 
superpopulation model. 
Proof. Given ( ) = ( ; )x i ip p  and ( ) = ( ; ),h h x i i  
define  
1
ˆ ( , ) =
( ) ( ) { ( ) ( ) } .
( )
h h

   
i
i i i i i i
i A i
rN w p y p
p


 
       
 
Since ˆh  satisfies (6), we have PSAˆ ˆ ˆ= ( , )h    for any 
choice of  .  We now want to find a particular choice of  ,  
say *,  such that  
                    
* * 1/ 2
0
ˆ ˆ ˆ( , ) = ( , ) ( ). h po n      (11) 
As ˆh  converges in probability to 0,  the asymptotic 
equivalence (11) holds if  
                        
*
0
ˆ ( , ) | = = ,0  E
       (12) 
using the theory of Randles (1982). Condition (12) holds if 
* *= ,h   where *h  is defined in (8). Thus, (11) reduces to  
        
* *
PSA,
1/ 2
1ˆ = ( )
( ),
h hih i i i h i i i h
i A i
p
rw p y p
N p
o n


        


 
(13)
 
which proves (7). The variance of PSA, h  can be derived as  

PSA,
2 * 2
HT 2
2
HT 2
* 2
2
HT 2
2
2
( )
1 1ˆ= ( ) 1 ( )
1 1ˆ= ( ) 1 ( | )
( | ) }
1 1ˆ= ( ) 1 ( | )
1 1 1
h
h
x
x
x
h
i i i i h
i A i
i i i
i A i
i i i h
i i
i A i
i
i A i
V
V E w y p
pN
V E w y E Y
pN
E Y p
V E w V Y
pN
E w
pN





            
         
   
          
 





* 2{ ( | ) } ,hxi i i hE Y p
      
(14)
 
where the last equality follows because iy  is conditionally 
independent of *( | ) ,hxi i i hE Y p    conditioning on .ix  
Since the last term in (14) is non-negative, the inequality in 
(9) is established. Furthermore, if ( | ) = hx i i iE Y p   for 
some ,  then (10) holds and *( | ) = ,x h iE   by the 
definition of *.h  Thus, * *( | ) = {h hxi i i h i i hE Y p p       
*( | )} = (1),xh i pE o  implying that the last term in (14) is 
negligible. 
 
In (9), lV  is the lower bound of the asymptotic variance 
of PSA estimators of the form (3) satisfying (6). Any PSA 
estimator that has the asymptotic variance lV  in (9) is 
optimal in the sense that it achieves the lower bound of the 
asymptotic variance among the class of PSA estimators with 
ˆ  satisfying (2). The asymptotic variance of optimal PSA 
estimators of   is equal to lV  in (9). The PSA estimator 
using the maximum likelihood estimator of 0  does not 
necessarily achieve the lower bound of the asymptotic 
variance. 
Condition (10) provides a way of constructing an optimal 
PSA estimator. First, we need an assumption for ( | ),E Y x  
which is often called the outcome regression model. If the 
outcome regression model is a linear regression model of 
the form 0 1( | ) = ,E Y  x x  an optimal PSA estimator 
of   can be obtained by solving  
                      
(1, ) = (1, ).
( )
i
i i i i
i A i Ai
rw w
p 
 x x  (15) 
Condition (15) is appealing because it says that the PSA 
estimator applied to = b xy a   leads to the original HT 
estimator. Condition (15) is called the calibration condition 
in survey sampling. The calibration condition applied to x  
makes full use of the information contained in it if the study 
variable is well approximated by a linear function of .x  
Condition (15) was also used in Nevo (2003) and Kott 
(2006) under the linear regression model. 
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If we explicitly use a regression model for ( | ),xE Y  it is 
possible to construct an estimator that has asymptotic 
variance (9) and is not necessarily a PSA estimator. For 
example, if we assume that  
                             0( | ) = ( ; )x x E Y m  (16) 
for some function ( ; )xm   known up to 0,  we can use the 
model (16) directly to construct an optimal estimator of the 
form  
   
opt
1ˆ ˆ ˆ= ( ; ) { ( ; )} ,ˆ( )
x x 
i
i i i i
i A i
rw m y m
N p
      (17) 
where ˆ  is a consistentn-  estimator of 0  in the super-
population model (16) and ˆ  is a consistentn-  estimator 
of 0  computed by (6). The following theorem shows that 
the optimal estimator (17) achieves the lower bound in (9).  
Theorem 2 Let the conditions of Theorem 1 hold. Assume 
that ˆ  satisfies 1/ 20ˆ = ( ).  pO n  Assume that, in the 
superpopulation model (16), ( ; )x m  has continuous first-
order partial derivatives in an open set containing 0.  
Under the joint distribution of the sampling mechanism, the 
response mechanism, and the superpopulation model (16), 
the estimator optˆ  in (17) satisfies  
*
opt opt
ˆ( ) = (1),pn o    
where  
* 1
opt 0 0= ( ; ) { ( ; )} ,x x ii i i i
i A i
rN w m y m
p


       
0= ( ),i ip p   and *opt( )V   is equal to lV  in (9).  
Proof. Define 1 1optˆ ( , ) = [ ( ; )x  i A i i i iN w m r p  
( ){ ( ; )}].x i iy m  Note that optˆ  in (17) can be written 
as opt optˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ= ( , ).    Since  
opt
1ˆ ( , ) = ( ; ) ( ; ) ,
( )
x x    
i
i i i
i A i
rw m m
N p
      
   
where ( ; ) = ( ; ) / ,x x  i im m   and  
opt
1ˆ ( , ) = ( ){ ( ; )},z x    i i i i ii A w r y mN 
     
where 1( ) = { ( )} / ,z   i ip   we have optˆ[ { ( , )}/ E    
0 0( , ) | = , = ] = 0       and the condition of Randles 
(1982) is satisfied. Thus,  
1/ 2 * 1/ 2
opt opt 0 0 opt
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( , ) = ( , ) ( ) = ( )    p po n o n       
and the variance of *opt  is equal to ,lV  the lower bound of 
the asymptotic variance.  
The (asymptotic) optimality of the estimator in (17) is 
justified under the joint distribution of the response model 
(4) and the superpopulation model (16). When both models 
are correct, optˆ  is optimal and the choice of ˆ ˆ( , )   does 
not affect the efficiency of the optˆ  as long as ˆ ˆ( , )   is 
consistent.n-  Robins, Rotnitzky and Zhao (1994) also ad-
vocated using optˆ  in (17) under simple random 
sampling.  
Remark 1 When the response model is correct and the 
superpopulation model (16) is not necessarily correct, the 
choice of ˆ  does affect the efficiency of the optimal esti-
mator. Cao, Tsiatis and Davidian (2009) considered opti-
mal estimation when only the response model is correct. 
Using Taylor linearization, the optimal estimator in (17) 
with ˆ  satisfying (6) is asymptotically equivalent to  
( ) =
( ; ) { ( ; )} 1 ,c hx x

 i ii i i i i i
i A i i
r rw m y m p
p p 

           

 
where c  is the probability limit of ˆˆ = { ( )c z i A i i iw r   
1ˆ ˆˆ ( )} ( ){ ( ; )}h z x  i Ai i i i i i ip w r y m    and 1( ) = {z i ip  
( )} / .   The asymptotic variance is then equal to  
2 2
HT
{ ( )} =
1ˆ( ) { ( ; ) } .c hx

ii i i i i
i A i
V
pV E w y m p
p 

       

 
Thus, an optimal estimator of   can be computed by 
finding ˆ  that minimizes  
2 2
2
ˆ1 ˆˆ ˆ( ) = { ( ; ) ( )} .
ˆ
c hx  ii i i i i i
i A i
pQ w r y m p
p 
    
The resulting estimator is design-optimal in the sense that it 
minimizes the asymptotic variance under the response 
model.   
3. Augmented propensity score model  
In this section, we consider optimal PSA estimation. 
Note that the optimal estimator optˆ  in (17) is not neces-
sarily written as a PSA estimator form in (3). It is in the 
PSA estimator form if it satisfies 1 ˆˆ ( ; ) =x i A i i i iw r p m  
ˆ( ; ).x i A i iw m  Thus, we can construct an optimal PSA 
estimator by including ˆ( ; )x im  in the model for the pro-
pensity score. Specifically, given ˆˆ = ( ; ),x i im m ˆ =ip  
ˆ( )ip  and ˆˆ = ( ),h h i i  where ˆ  is obtained from (6), we 
augment the response model by  
            
*
0 1
ˆˆ( , ) ,
ˆ ˆ ˆ(1 ) exp( )
  ii
i i i
pp
p p m
       (18) 
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where 0 1= ( , )    is the Lagrange multiplier which is 
used to incorporate the additional constraint. If 0 1( , ) =   
,0  then * ˆ ˆ( , ) = . i ip p  The augmented response probabi-
lity * ˆ( , ) ip  always takes values between 0 and 1. The 
augmented response probability model (18) can be derived 
by minimizing the Kullback-Leibler distance *i A i i iw r q  
*log ( / ),i iq q  where 
* * *= (1 ) /i i iq p p  and ˆ ˆ= (1 ) / ,i i iq p p  
subject to the constraint * ˆ( / ) (1, ) =i A i Ai i i i iw r p m w    
ˆ(1, ).im  
Using (18), the optimal PSA estimator is computed by  
                         
*
PSA *
1ˆ = ,ˆ ˆ( , ) 
i
i i
i A i
rw y
N p
   (19) 
where ˆ  satisfies  
                  
*
ˆ ˆ(1, ) = (1, ).ˆ ˆ( , ) 
i
i i i i
i A i Ai
rw m w m
p 
   (20) 
Under the response model (4), it can be shown that  
*
PSA
1/ 2
0 1 0 1
ˆ =
1 ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆˆ ˆ( ) ( ),
ˆ
i
i i i i p
i A i
rw b b m y b b m o n
N p



       
 
where   
               
1
0
1
ˆ 1 1 1= 1ˆ ˆ ˆˆ
1 11 .ˆˆ
i i
i ii A i
i i i
ii A i
b w r m mpb
w r ymp



                    
      


 
(21)
 
Furthermore, by the argument for Theorem 1, we can 
establish that  
 
*
PSA 0 1 2
0 1 2
1/ 2
1ˆ ˆ=
ˆ
( ),
h
h
i i h i i
i A
i
i i h i i
i
p
w b b m p
N
r y b b m p
p
o n


    
     


 
where 0 1 2( , , )hb b   is the probability limit of 0 1 2ˆ ˆ ˆ( , , )hb b   
with  
                 
1
2
0 1
ˆ ˆˆ ˆ= ( ) ( )
ˆ ˆˆ ˆ( ) ( )
z h
z
 

h i i i i i
i A
i i i i i
i A
w r p
w r y b b m



    
 


 
(22)
 
and the effect of estimating 0  in ˆˆ = ( ; )x i ip p  can be 
safely ignored. 
Note that, under the response model (4), ˆ ˆ( , )   in (19) 
converges in probability to 0( , ),0  where 0  is the true 
parameter in (4). Thus, the propensity score from the aug-
mented model converges to the true response probability. 
Because ˆ  converges to zero in probability, the choice of 
ˆ  in ˆˆ = ( ; )i im m x  does not play a role for the asymptotic 
unbiasedness of the PSA estimator. The asymptotic vari-
ances are changed for different choices of ˆ.  
Under the superpopulation model (16), 0 1ˆ ˆ ˆ ib b m   
( | )xiE Y  in probability. Thus, the optimal PSA estimator 
in (19) is asymptotically equivalent to the optimal estimator 
in (17). Incorporating ˆ im  into the calibration equation to 
achieve optimality is close in spirit to the model-calibration 
method proposed by Wu and Sitter (2001).  
4. Variance estimation  
We now discuss variance estimation of PSA estimators 
under the assumed response model. Singh and Folsom 
(2000) and Kott (2006) discussed variance estimation for 
certain types of PSA estimators. Kim and Kim (2007) 
discussed variance estimation when the PSA estimator is 
computed with the maximum likelihood method. 
We consider variance estimation for the PSA estimator 
of the form (3) where ˆˆ = ( )i ip p  is constructed to satisfy 
(6) for some ˆ( ) = ( ; , ),h h x  i i  where ˆ  is obtained 
using the postulated superpopulation model. Let *  be the 
probability limit of ˆ  under the response model. Note that 
*  is not necessarily equal to 0  in (16) since we are not 
assuming that the postulated superpopulation model is 
correctly specified in this section. 
Using the argument for the Taylor linearization (13) used 
in the proof of Theorem 1, the PSA estimator satisfies  
             * 1/ 2PSA 0
1ˆ = ( , ) ( ), i i p
i A
w o n
N


    (23) 
where  
          
*
*
( , ) = ( ) ( , )
{ ( ) ( , ) },
( )
h
h
    
  
i i i h
i
i i i h
i
p
r y p
p
 
    (24)
 
( , ) = ( ; , )h h x   i i  and *h  is defined as in (8) with ih  
replaced by *0( , ).h  i  Since ˆ( )ip  satisfies (6) with 
ˆ( ) = ( ; , ),h h x  i i 1PSAˆ ˆ ˆ= ( , ) i A i iN w    holds and 
the linearization in (23) can be expressed as 1 i AN    
1 * 1/ 2
0
ˆ ˆ ˆ( , ) = ( , ) ( ).   i Ai i i i pw N w o n     Thus, if 
( , , )xi i iy r  are independent and identically distributed 
(IID), then *0( , ) i  are IID even though ˆ ˆ( , ) i  are not 
necessarily IID. Because *0( , ) i  are IID, we can apply 
the standard complete sample method to estimate the vari-
ance of 1 *HT 0ˆ = ( , ), i A i iN w    which is asymptoti-
cally equivalent to the variance of 1PSAˆ = i A iN w

  
ˆ ˆ( , ). i  See Kim and Rao (2009). 
To derive the variance estimator, we assume that the 
variance estimator 2ˆ = i A j A ij i jV N g g

     satisfies 
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HT
ˆ ˆ/ ( | ) = 1 (1)N pV V g o  for some ij  related to the 
joint inclusion probability, where 1HTˆ = i A i ig N w g

  for 
any g  with a finite second moment and HT( | ) =NV g   
2
=1 =1 ,N Ni j N ij i jN g g

    for some .N ij  We also assume 
that  
                               1
=1
| | = ( ).
N
N ij
i
O n N  (25) 
To obtain the total variance, the reverse framework of 
Fay (1992), Shao and Steel (1999), and Kim and Rao (2009) 
is considered. In this framework, the finite population is first 
divided into two groups, a population of respondents and a 
population of nonrespondents. Given the population, the 
sample A  is selected according to a probability sampling 
design. Thus, selection of the population respondents from 
the whole finite population is treated as the first-phase 
sampling and the selection of the sample respondents from 
the population respondents is treated as the second-phase 
sampling in the reverse framework. The total variance of 
HTˆ  can be written as  
HT 1 2 HT
HT
ˆ ˆ( | ) = = { ( | , ) | }
ˆ{ ( | , ) | }.
N N N N
N N N
V V V E V
V E
  
 
   
  
 
(26)
 
The conditional variance term HTˆ( | , )N NV     in (26) can 
be estimated by  
                          21ˆ ˆ ˆ= ,ij i j
i A j A
V N 
 
    (27) 
where ˆ ˆˆ = ( , ) i i   is defined in (24) with *h  replaced by 
a consistent estimator such as * ˆˆ ˆ= { ( )z i Ah i i i iw r p  
1 ˆˆ } ( ) ,h z i Ai i i i iw r y   and ˆ ˆˆ = ( ; , ).h h x  i i  To show 
that 1ˆV  is also consistent for 1V  in (26), it suffices to show 
that HTˆ{ ( , ) } = (1),N N NV n V o       which follows by 
(25) and the existence of the fourth moment. See Kim, 
Navarro and Fuller (2006). The second term 2V  in (26) is  
1
HT
=1
* * 2
2
=1
ˆ{ ( | , ) | } = |
11= ( ) ,h
N
N N N i N
i
N
i
i i i h
i i
V E V N
p y p
pN


    
  


   
 
where * *0= ( ; , ).h h x  i i  A consistent estimator of 2V  can 
be derived as  
* 2
2 2 2
ˆ11ˆ ˆ ˆˆ= ( ) ,
ˆ
hii i i i i h
i A i
pV w r y p
N p
    (28) 
where *ˆ h  is defined after (27). Therefore,  
                                 PSA 1 2ˆˆ ˆ ˆ( ) = ,V V V   (29) 
is consistent for the variance of the PSA estimator defined in 
(3) with ˆˆ = ( )i ip p  satisfying (6), where 1ˆV  is in (27) and 
2ˆV  is in (28). 
Note that the first term of the total variance is 1 =V  
1( ),pO n
  but the second term is 12 = ( ).pV O N
  Thus, 
when the sampling fraction 1nN   is negligible, that is, 
1 = (1),nN o  the second term 2V  can be ignored and 1ˆV  is 
a consistent estimator of the total variance. Otherwise, the 
second term 2V  should be taken into consideration, so that a 
consistent variance estimator can be constructed as in (29).  
Remark 2 The variance estimation of the optimal PSA 
estimator with augmented propensity model (18) with ˆ( ,  
ˆ )  satisfying (20) can be derived by (29) using 0ˆˆ =i b   
1
1 2 0 1 2
ˆ ˆ ˆˆ ˆˆ ˆˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( )i h i i i i i i h i ib m p r p y b b m p
       h h  where 0ˆ( ,b  
1ˆ)b  and 2ˆ h  are defined in (21) and (22), respectively.   
5. Simulation study  
5.1 Study one  
Two simulation studies were performed to investigate the 
properties of the proposed method. In the first simulation, 
we generated a finite population of size = 10,000N  from 
the following multivariate normal distribution:   
1
2
2 1 0.5 0
1 , 0.5 1 0 .
0 0 0 1
x
x N
e
                        

 
The variable of interest y  was constructed as 1= 1y x   
.e  We also generated response indicator variables ir  
independently from a Bernoulli distribution with probability  
2
2
exp(2 )= .
1 exp(2 )
i
i
i
xp
x

   
From the finite population, we used simple random sam-
pling to select two samples of size, = 100n  and =n 400, 
respectively. We used =B 5,000 Monte Carlo samples in 
the simulation. The average response rate was about 69.6%. 
To compute the propensity score, a response model of 
the form  
                        0 1 2
0 1 2
exp ( )( ; ) =
1 exp ( )
x  xp
x
  
     (30) 
was postulated and an outcome regression model of the 
form  
                                0 1 1( ; ) =x m x    (31) 
was postulated to obtain the optimal PSA estimators. Thus, 
both models are correctly specified. From each sample, we 
computed four estimators of 1 =1= :Ni iN y
   
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1. (PSA-MLE): PSA estimator in (3) with ˆˆ = ( )i ip p  
and ˆ  being the maximum likelihood estimator 
of .  
2. (PSA-CAL): PSA estimator in (3) with ˆ ip  satisfying 
the calibration constraint (15) on 2(1, ).ix   
3. (AUG): Augmented PSA estimator in (19).  
4. (OPT): Optimal estimator in (17).   
In the augmented PSA estimators, ˆ  was computed by 
the maximum likelihood method. Under model (30), the 
maximum likelihood estimator of 0 1= ( , )   was 
computed by solving (6) with 2( ) = (1, ) .i ix h   Parameter 
0 1( , )   for the outcome regression model was computed 
using ordinary least squares, regressing y  on 1.x  In 
addition to the point estimators, we also computed the 
variance estimators of the point estimators. The variance 
estimators of the PSA estimators were computed using the 
pseudo-values in (24) and the ( )ih   corresponding to each 
estimator. For the augmented PSA estimators, the pseudo-
values were computed by the method in Remark 2. 
Table 1 presents the Monte Carlo biases, variances, and 
mean square errors of the four point estimators and the 
Monte Carlo percent relative biases and t - statistics of the 
variance estimators of the estimators. The percent relative 
bias of a variance estimator ˆˆ ( )V   is calculated as 100   
1
MC MC MC
ˆ ˆ ˆˆ{ ( )} [ { ( )} ( )],V E V V     where MC( )E   and 
MC( )V   denote the Monte Carlo expectation and the Monte 
Carlo variance, respectively. The t - statistic in Table 1 is the 
test statistic for testing the zero bias of the variance 
estimator. See Kim (2004). 
Based on the simulation results in Table 1, we have the 
following conclusions.  
1. All of the PSA estimators are asymptotically un-
biased because the response model (30) is correctly 
specified. The PSA estimator using the calibration 
method is slightly more efficient than the PSA esti-
mator using the maximum likelihood estimator, be-
cause the last term of (14) is smaller for the calibra-
tion method as the predictor for ( | ) =iE Y x 0   
1 1ix  is better approximated by a linear function of 
2(1, )ix  than by a linear function of 2ˆ ˆ( , ).i i ip p x  
2. The augmented PSA estimator is more efficient than 
the direct PSA estimator (3). The augmented PSA 
estimator is constructed by using the correctly speci-
fied regression model (31) and so it is asymptotically 
equivalent to the optimal PSA estimator in (17).  
3. Variance estimators are all approximately unbiased. 
There are some modest biases in the variance esti-
mators of the PSA estimators when the sample size is 
small ( =n 100). 
 
5.2 Study two  
In the second simulation study, we further investigated 
the PSA estimators with a non-linear outcome regression 
model under an unequal probability sampling design. We 
generated two stratified finite populations of ( , )x y  with 
four strata ( = 1, 2, 3, 4),h  where hix  were independently 
generated from a normal distribution (1, 1)N  and hiy  were 
dichotomous variables that take values of 1 or 0 from a 
Bernoulli distribution with probability 1yhip  or 2 .yhip  Two 
different probabilities were used for two populations, 
respectively:  
1. Population 1 (Pop1):  
                         1 = 1/{1 exp(0.5 2 )}.yhip x    
2. Population 2 (Pop2):  
               2 = 1 / [1 exp{0.25(yhip x  21.5) 1.5}].   
 
In addition to hix  and ,hiy  the response indicator vari-
ables hir  were generated from a Bernoulli distribution with 
probability = 1 / {1 exp( 1.5 0.7 )}.hi hip x    The sizes 
of the four strata were 1 =N 1,000, 2 =N 2,000, 3 =N
3,000, and 4 =N 4,000, respectively. In each of the two sets 
of finite population, a stratified sample of size =n 400 was 
independently generated without replacement, where a 
simple random sample of size =hn 100 was selected from 
each stratum. We used =B 5,000 Monte Carlo samples in 
this simulation. The average response rate was about 67%. 
 
 
Table 1 
Monte Carlo bias, variance and mean square error(MSE) of the four point estimators and percent relative biases (R.B.) and 
t - statistics(t - stat) of the variance estimators based on 5,000 Monte Carlo samples 
 
n  Method  ˆ  ˆ( )V   
   Bias Variance MSE R.B. (%)  t - stat 
100  (PSA-MLE)   -0.01   0.0315   0.0317  -2.34  -1.12 
 (PSA-CAL)   -0.01   0.0308   0.0309  -3.56  -1.70 
 (AUG)   0.00   0.0252   0.0252  -0.61  -0.30 
 (OPT)  0.00   0.0252   0.0252  -0.21  -0.10 
400  (PSA-MLE)   -0.01   0.00737   0.00746  0.35   0.17 
 (PSA-CAL)   -0.01   0.00724   0.00728  0.29   0.14 
 (AUG)   0.00   0.00612   0.00612  0.07   0.03 
 (OPT)  0.00   0.00612   0.00612  -0.14 -0.07 
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To compute the propensity score, a response model of 
the form  
0 1
0 1
exp ( )( ; ) =
1 exp ( )
xp x
x
  
     
was postulated for parameter estimation. To obtain the 
augmented PSA estimator, a model for the variable of 
interest of the form  
                         0 1
0 1
exp ( )( ; ) =
1 exp ( )
xm x
x
  
     (32) 
was postulated. Thus, model (32) is a true model under 
(Pop1), but it is not a true model under (Pop2). 
We computed four estimators:  
1. (PSA-MLE): PSA estimator in (3) using the 
maximum likelihood estimator of .  
2. (PSA-CAL): PSA estimator in (3) with ˆ ip  satisfying 
the calibration constraint (15) on (1, ).x   
3. (AUG-1): Augmented PSA estimator *PSAˆ  in (19) 
with ˆ  computed by the maximum likelihood 
method.  
4. (AUG-2): Augmented PSA estimator *PSAˆ  in (19) 
with ˆ  computed by the method of Cao et al. (2009) 
discussed in Remark 1.   
We considered the the augmented PSA estimator in (19) 
with ˆˆ = ( ),i ip p   where ˆ  is the maximum likelihood esti-
mator of .  The first augmented PSA estimator (AUG-1) 
used ˆˆ = ( ; )i im m x   with ˆ  found by solving 4=1 hh i A   
{ ( ; )}(1, ) = ,hi hi hi hi hiw r y m x x 0  where hA  is the set of 
indices appearing in the sample for stratum h  and hiw  is 
the sampling weight of unit i  for stratum .h  
Table 2 presents the simulation results for each method. 
In each population, the augmented PSA estimator shows 
some improvement comparing to the PSA estimator using 
the maximum likelihood estimator of   or the calibration 
estimator of   in terms of variance. Under (Pop1), since 
model (32) is true, there is essentially no difference between 
the augmented PSA estimators using different methods of 
estimating .  However, under (Pop2), where the assumed 
outcome regression model (32) is incorrect, the augmented 
PSA estimator with ˆ  computed by the method of Cao et al. 
(2009) results in slightly better efficiency, which is consistent 
with the theory in Remark 1. Variance estimates are ap-
proximately unbiased in all cases in the simulation study. 
 
6. Conclusion  
We have considered the problem of estimating the finite 
population mean of y  under nonresponse using the propen-
sity score method. The propensity score is computed from a 
parametric model for the response probability, and some 
asymptotic properties of PSA estimators are discussed. In 
particular, the optimal PSA estimator is derived with an 
additional assumption for the distribution of .y  The propen-
sity score for the optimal PSA estimator can be imple-
mented by the augmented propensity model presented in 
Section 3. The resulting estimator is still consistent even 
when the assumed outcome regression model fails to hold. 
We have restricted our attention to missing-at-random 
mechanisms in which the response probability depends only 
on the always-observed .x  If the response mechanism also 
depends on ,y  PSA estimation becomes more challenging. 
PSA estimation when missingness is not at random is 
beyond the scope of this article and will be a topic of future 
research.  
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Table 2 
Monte Carlo bias, variance and mean square error of the four point estimators and percent relative biases (R.B.) and t - statistics of 
the variance estimators, based on 5,000 Monte Carlo samples 
 
Population  Method  PSAˆ  PSAˆ( )V   
   Bias Variance MSE R.B. (%)  t - stat 
Pop1   (PSA-MLE)  0.00 0.000750 0.000762 -1.13 -0.57 
  (PSA-CAL)  0.00 0.000762 0.000769 -1.45 -0.72 
  (AUG-1)  0.00 0.000745 0.000757 -1.73 -0.86 
  (AUG-2)  0.00 0.000745 0.000757 -1.83 -0.91 
Pop2   (PSA-MLE)  0.00 0.000824 0.000826 0.29 0.14 
  (PSA-CAL)  0.00 0.000829 0.000835 -0.94 -0.46 
  (AUG-1)  0.00 0.000822 0.000823 -0.71 -0.35 
  (AUG-2)  0.00 0.000820 0.000821 -0.61 -0.30 
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